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But what they would have missed â€” what they have always missed â€” was that Latour never sought to deny
the existence of gravity. There is nothing untoward here. Michelle Nijhuis writes about science and
conservation for National Geographic and other publications. The current phase of this never-ending research
has found him taking on a region commensurate with his global ambition. Strictly speaking, they represented
the gravitational effects of the ocean waves and the tide. Andreas von Bubnoff is professor of science
communication at Rhine-Waal University, Germany, and an award-winning science journalist and multimedia
producer. Anytime the slightest thought crossed his mind, he would forget where he placed the instrument and
have to start all over again. Prior to this role, she spent more than a decade as a freelance science journalist. In
effect, he has been running a year experiment, during which he has collected data at the Salk Institute in San
Diego, in the Amazon rain forest and in the Kenyan savanna. Science writing poses specific challenges:
Science writers must engage their audiences while also explaining unfamiliar scientific concepts and
processes. Gravity, he has argued time and again, was created and made visible by the labor and expertise of
scientists, the government funding that paid for their education, the electricity that powered up the sluggish
computer, the truck that transported the gravimeter to the mountaintop, the geophysicists who translated its
readings into calculations and legible diagrams, and so on. In he became disabled by chronic illness and now
lives on the island of Kauai. And that of course changes everything. Since he has been the digital managing
editor of American Scientist. Bruno Latour at his home in Paris. Hannah Hoag is a freelance journalist and the
environment and energy editor at The Conversation Canada. Monya Baker is a senior editor on the comment
desk at Nature. In the way that a person notices her body only once something goes wrong with it, we are
becoming conscious of the role that Latourian networks play in producing and sustaining knowledge only now
that those networks are under assault. It must have taken courage for him to meet with one of these creatures
that threatened, in his view, the whole establishment of science. Sign up for our newsletter to get the best of
The New York Times Magazine delivered to your inbox every week. In the s, Latour helped to develop and
advocate for a new approach to sociological research called Actor-Network Theory. This was the message that
the melting ice sheets were sending him.


